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Introduction

"The men of the estate flocked to Ramona, and vied with one another for her favors. The women
accused her of being a witch and of using evil arts to lure their men away; but Ramona was not a
witch. She simply had that scent about her that made a man in her presence forget the whole of his
past life and seek to reinvent himself as a dog, if at that particular moment she wanted a dog. Or a
cherry, or a new bonnet. Work could be lost, opportunities discarded, wives and babes could go
hungry, poverty and death could be biting at his heels, but still he would kick them up in the air and
risk it all for one whiff of Ramona's elixir."

Ramona Drottoveo, an albino, is a chambermaid at a lush Italian estate. Distinguished by the
intoxicating scent she exudes, Ramona is despised by all women and adored by all men, whose
inexhaustible lust she eagerly satisfies. Life changes when her husband dies after discovering his bride

with another man on their wedding night. Blamed for his death, Ramona and her lover are exiled to the neighboring city of Naples. There,
Ramona's life is transformed once again by the birth of a daughter, Blandina, who "steals" her mother's scent. No longer able to seduce
men into blind submission, Ramona humbly returns to the estate to an unexpected welcome -- and revenge.

Questions for Discussion

1. Why do you think the author withheld the name of the beekeeper from the reader? Do you think this is significant? How does his
passion for Ramona differ from all the others?

2. Do you think that Ramona is using her attractiveness to distinguish her standing at the estate or do you think she is primarily
driven by lust and vanity? Do you find Ramona's antics amusing or disturbing, and if so, why?

3. After the beekeeper's suicide, do you think the villagers treat Ramona as she deserves or is their reaction excessive and
motivated by something less obvious? Did their behavior following the disappearance of the beekeeper's body make Ramona feel
remorseful or even more confident than ever?

4. Shortly after their arrival in Napoli, Ramona asks Rupinello the humpback to read her future. The tarot cards, the crystal ball, and
even Ramona's own palm revealed "torment, misery, madness, despair, death." Why does he lie to Ramona? Do you think in the end
his predictions were accurate? Or, did Ramona ultimately elude her destiny?

5. When Ramona lost her scent, "not a single person noticed her. It was as though Ramona Drottoveo did not even exist. . . . She
felt suddenly small and scared and insignificant." How do people, especially men, regard Ramona once her bewitching odor
vanishes? Does her loss affect her behavior? Does she deserve her comeuppance? What do you think this says about the nature of
women's sex appeal and how it shapes their psyche?

6. On her arduous journey back to the estate, Ramona abandons her rapidly growing baby in a ditch, then returns to it. "She didn't
understand why her body changed direction, why her legs began to carry her back." Why do you think she returned? Did it prove to
be a wise decision for Ramona? What was more powerful in that instance -- Ramona's maternal instinct or the baby's cunning?

7. Ramona is remarkably attentive and faithful to her third husband, the Signor. "Ramona Drottoveo was good for him -- even the
most bitter of the servants had to admit that." Do you think that the loss of her scent softened Ramona's heart? Or, did it make
her feel more alone and vulnerable? Was she at any point aware that her strength as a woman had evaporated along with her
scent? If so, when?

8. When her adoring nurse Milvia died, Blandina gleefully went riding. Was this gesture consistent with her character? While Ramona
cared for the Signor, Blandina took advantage of all the young signori, who beat a path to her door. Compare Blandina to Ramona.
In what ways do they differ? Would you agree that Blandina is truly her "mother's daughter"? Do you believe that an excess of
natural gifts can lead to heartlessness?

9. Nectar concludes with the pig-keeper, Stiliano Mamiliano, proposing to Ramona. Do you believe that she would accept? What
lessons (if any) do you think Ramona has learned? Why do you think Lily Prior chose to conclude the book with this scene?

10. Do you think Lily Prior intends the magical "smell" in Nectar, passed on from mother to daughter, to be interpreted
metaphorically? Or is this a ribald tale, with supernatural elements and superstition reflecting the narrow worldview of its tragicomic
characters?

11. Would you describe Nectar as a romantic novel? A sensual one? A comedy? Compare and contrast Nectar with Lily Prior's first
novel, La Cucina. How does the Italian culture and tradition determine the outlook and lives of Ramona and Rosa Fiore, the main
character of La Cucina? Both stories are set against the lush and sensual backdrop of the Italian countryside, yet the tone is
different. Which novel is more optimistic in its outlook on women? If both books were made into movies, who would play Ramona?
Or Rosa Fiore?
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